Information for Standby candidates

1. Please refer Para 13.4 of CEN No. 01/2018 (Recruitment of Assistant Loco Pilot (ALP) & Technicians), Para 14.4 of CEN No. 03/2018 (Recruitment of JE, JE IT, DMS & CMA) and Para 14.2 of CEN No. 02/2019 (Recruitment of Paramedical Categories).

2. It is clearly mentioned that candidates equal to the number of vacancies will be called for document verification.

3. In addition to this, candidates equal to 50% of the number of vacancies for various posts will also be called for Document Verification. These additional candidates will be considered for empanelment only if there is any shortfall in the empanelment from the original merit list or/and as replacement against the shortfall on account of non-joining of recommended candidates in the working post or/and any other special requirements.

4. It may please be noted that RRBs only recommend names of the empanelled candidates and appointment is offered by the respective Railway Administrations/ Zonal Railways/Divisional Railway authorities.

5. Railway Recruitment Board, Bhubaneswar has already given the panels against above CENs to the Zonal Railway i.e. East Coast Railway to process for posting of the recommended candidates against the notified vacancies.

6. On receiving request from Zonal Railway for recommending candidates if any (Nos. of such vacancies projected by Zonal Railway based on Para-3) on replacement account, RRB, Bhubaneswar will process further for empanelling from the standby list as per extant rules.

7. Standby list is valid during currency of the panel i.e. one year in normal cases.

8. However, there is no request received from the Zonal Railway (ECoR) regarding shortfall on account of non-joining of the selected candidates (against above CENs referred at Para-1) to their posts till end of May 2020.
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